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RULE-MAKING ORDER 
PERMANENT RULE ONLY 

 

 

CODE REVISER USE ONLY 
 

 

CR-103P (October 2017) 
(Implements RCW 34.05.360) 

Agency: Washington Horse Racing Commission 

Effective date of rule: 
Permanent Rules 

X     31 days after filing. 

☐     Other (specify)       (If less than 31 days after filing, a specific finding under RCW 34.05.380(3) is required and should 

be stated below) 

Any other findings required by other provisions of law as precondition to adoption or effectiveness of rule? 

☐ Yes     X No     If Yes, explain:       

Purpose: To update the name of the wager  to reflect current industry standards and ARCI model rule. 

Citation of rules affected by this order: 
New:          
Repealed:       
Amended: WAC 260-48-915 
Suspended:       

Statutory authority for adoption: RCW 67.16.020 

Other authority:       

PERMANENT RULE (Including Expedited Rule Making) 
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 21-20-103 on October 4, 2021  (date). 
Describe any changes other than editing from proposed to adopted version:       

If a preliminary cost-benefit analysis was prepared under RCW 34.05.328, a final cost-benefit analysis is available by 
contacting: 

Name:       

Address:       

Phone:       

Fax:       

TTY:       

Email:       

Web site:       

Other:       
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Note:   If any category is left blank, it will be calculated as zero. 
No descriptive text. 

 
Count by whole WAC sections only, from the WAC number through the history note. 

A section may be counted in more than one category. 

The number of sections adopted in order to comply with: 

Federal statute:  New      Amended  Repealed       

Federal rules or standards:  New      Amended      Repealed       

Recently enacted state statutes:  New      Amended  Repealed       

 

The number of sections adopted at the request of a nongovernmental entity: 

New        Amended  Repealed       

 

The number of sections adopted on the agency’s own initiative: 

New        Amended 1 Repealed       

 

The number of sections adopted in order to clarify, streamline, or reform agency procedures: 

New        Amended 1 Repealed       

 

The number of sections adopted using: 

Negotiated rule making:  New      Amended 1 Repealed       

Pilot rule making:  New      Amended      Repealed       

Other alternative rule making:  New      Amended      Repealed       

 

Date Adopted: December 13, 2021 

 

Name: Douglas L Moore 
 

Title: Executive Secretary 

Signature: 

 

 



AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 12-03-074, filed 1/13/12, effective 
2/13/12)

WAC 260-48-915  ((Quinfecta)) Pentafecta pools with carryover. 
(1) The ((quinfecta)) pentafecta requires selection of the first five 
finishers in their exact order, for a single race.

(2) The net ((quinfecta)) pentafecta pool will be distributed as 
a single price pool to those who selected the first five finishers in 
exact order based on the official order of finish. If there are no 
such wagers, then the net ((quinfecta)) pentafecta pool will be car-
ried forward to the next ((quinfecta)) pentafecta performance as a 
carryover or added to an existing carryover.

(3) If less than five betting interests finish the race and the 
race is declared official, the entire ((quinfecta)) pentafecta pool 
for that performance will be refunded.

(4) If, due to a late scratch or a participant is declared a non-
starter, and this causes the number of betting interest in the ((quin-
fecta)) pentafecta pool to be reduced to fewer than five, the entire 
((quinfecta)) pentafecta pool for that performance will be refunded.

(5) If the ((quinfecta)) pentafecta contest is canceled or de-
clared "no contest," the entire ((quinfecta)) pentafecta pool for that 
performance will be refunded.

(6) If horses representing the same betting interest finish in 
the first five positions, the ((quinfecta)) pentafecta pool will be 
distributed as a single price pool to those selecting the coupled en-
try or mutuel field combined with the next separate betting interest 
in the official order of finish.

(7) If there is a dead heat for first involving:
(a) Horses representing five or more betting interests, all of 

the wagering combinations selecting five betting interests which cor-
respond with any of the betting interests involved in the dead heat 
will share in a profit split.

(b) Horses representing four betting interests, all of the wager-
ing combinations selecting the four dead-heated betting interests, ir-
respective of order, along with the fifth-place betting interest will 
share in a profit split.

(c) Horses representing three betting interests, all of the wa-
gering combinations selecting the three dead-heated betting interests, 
irrespective of order, along with the fourth-place and fifth-place 
betting interests will share in a profit split.

(d) Horses representing two betting interests, both of the wager-
ing combinations selecting the two dead-heated betting interests, ir-
respective of order, along with the third-place, fourth-place and 
fifth-place betting interests will share in a profit split.

(8) If there is a dead heat for second involving:
(a) Horses representing four or more betting interests, all of 

the wagering combinations correctly selecting the winner combined with 
any of the four or more betting interests involved in the dead heat 
for second will share in a profit split.

(b) Horses representing three betting interests, all of the wa-
gering combinations correctly selecting the winner, the three dead-
heated betting interests, irrespective of order, and the fifth-place 
betting interests will share in a profit split.

(c) Horses representing two betting interests, all of the wager-
ing combinations correctly selecting the winner, the two dead-heated 
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betting interests, irrespective of order, and the fourth-place and 
fifth-place betting interests will share in a profit split.

(9) If there is a dead heat for third involving:
(a) Horses representing three or more betting interests, all of 

the wagering combinations correctly selecting the winner, the second-
place betting interest, and the three or more dead-heated betting in-
terests will share in a profit split.

(b) Horses representing two betting interests, all the wagering 
combinations correctly selecting the winner, the second-place betting 
interest, the two dead-heated betting interests, irrespective of order 
and the fifth-place betting interest will share in a profit split.

(10) If there is a dead heat for fourth, all wagering combina-
tions correctly selecting the first three finishers, in correct se-
quence, along with any two of the betting interests involved in the 
dead heat for fourth will share in a profit split.

(11) If there is a dead heat for fifth, all wagering combinations 
correctly selecting the first four finishers, in correct sequence, 
along with any of the betting interests involved in the dead heat for 
fourth will share in a profit split.

(12) ((Quinfecta)) Pentafecta wagering is prohibited on any race 
in which there is more than one mutuel field, except with written per-
mission of the board of stewards.

(13) Mandatory distribution of the carryover. The ((quinfecta)) 
pentafecta carryover will be designated for a change in distribution 
on a specified date and performance under the following circumstances:

(a) Upon approval from the board of stewards. If the designated 
date of the race for the mandatory distribution is during the race 
meet and the carryover pool is not distributed, the ((quinfecta)) pen-
tafecta wager must be offered on a subsequent race until the carryover 
pool is distributed. A written request must contain the following in-
formation:

(i) The reason and justification for the change.
(ii) The date of the proposed distribution.
(b) On the closing performance of the meet.
(14) If the ((quinfecta)) pentafecta pool and any carryover are 

approved for distribution, the net ((quinfecta)) pentafecta pool and 
carryover, if any, will be distributed as a single price pool to win-
ning wagers based upon the official order of finish.

(a) As a single price pool to those whose combination finished in 
correct sequence as the first five betting interests; but if there are 
no such wagers, then

(b) As a single price pool to those whose combination included, 
in correct sequence, the first four betting interests; but if there 
are no such wagers, then

(c) As a single price pool to those whose combination included, 
in correct sequence, the first three betting interests; but if there 
are no such wagers, then

(d) As a single price pool to those whose combination included, 
in correct sequence, the first two betting interests; but if there are 
no such wagers, then

(e) As a single price pool to those whose combination correctly 
selected the first-place betting interest only; but if there are no 
such wagers, then

(f) The entire net pool will be refunded on ((quinfecta)) penta-
fecta wagers for that race and the carryover, if any, will be held 
over to a ((quinfecta)) pentafecta pool of the subsequent meet.
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(15) If, for any reason, the ((quinfecta)) pentafecta carryover 
must be held over to the corresponding ((quinfecta)) pentafecta pool 
of a subsequent meet, the carryover will be deposited in an interest-
bearing account approved by the executive secretary. The ((quinfecta)) 
pentafecta carryover plus accrued interest will then be added to the 
net ((quinfecta)) pentafecta pool of the following meet on a date and 
performance approved by the board of stewards.
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